YEAR Topic homework autumn term second half

This term, we are studying
Space in Science.
Imagine you are Neil Armstrong
and you are the first person to
set foot on the Moon. Can you
write in the first person, a
diary, as if you were to be
travelling to the Moon and
setting foot on it.
Use the clip below to help you.

Mountains

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=nOcDftgR5UQ

We will be exploring Mountains as our
Geography work this half term. Could you create
a model of a mountain that shows its parts; or
create your own documentary or poster
explaining about the different types of
mountains and how they are formed.
For information to help with this, see:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f
/articles/z4g3qp3

In our English text The
Princess’ Blankets’ the
Princess is incurably cold and
no matter what people do,
she can not get warm. Could
you write a story about a
person with a problem and
how it is overcome – use your
imagination.
It could be somebody who
has never been able to smile
or laugh. It could be a bird
that can’t fly or a Lion that
can’t roar, even a Kangaroo
that can’t jump.

Can you create a space themed piece of
artwork. This could be a painting, a 3D
piece, like a mobile, a sewn piece, maybe
you could recreate a spsce scene from
scraps of materaial that you have
reused at home. For more inspiration
see:
https://www.iheartartsncrafts.com/20outer-space-crafts-for-kids/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/artycrafty
kids/space-crafts-for-kids/

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdqybd
m

These homework tasks will require you to do some research and to present your findings in
different ways. For example you could write a report, create an information booklet, make
a poster or even record your own documentary! There are also opportunities to respond
using artwork or even in 3d. Be as creative as you like but produce a variety – not the
same thing each time. Please complete at least 3 of these tasks before the end of term. I
would like them in by Thursday 17th December.

